
Our Umbrella Liability Policy was designed by experienced 
underwriters who listen to customers’ ideas. They know the 
fine points of umbrella coverage and understand the regional 
differences that can affect coverage needs. 

As a result, the policy’s A/B form offers fully aligned insurance 
protection, blending follow form excess liability insurance 
(Coverage A) with umbrella liability insurance (Coverage B) for 
lead umbrella. The policy also includes Coverage C — Casualty 
Business Crisis Expense — which provides reimbursement for 
emergency expenses up to $250,000, regardless of fault, and 
immediate access to professional advisors.

Crisis management benefits
When a company reputation is on the line, our professionals 
are ready to provide immediate advice and quick-response 
action. They work directly with businesses to help mitigate 
issues before they get out of hand in the company — or in the 
media. Helping to control the crisis potentially minimizes 
reputational damage and the extent of losses. Moreover, the 
flexibility of our crisis management coverage gives qualified 
customers the ability to use coverage where they need it most.

Policy highlights
Zurich’s Umbrella Liability Policy includes built-in enhancements 
that help simplify insurance coverage and align the umbrella 
policy closer to underlying policies. Some of these 
enhancements include:

• The flexibility to follow either underlying Defense within the 
limits or Defense in addition to the limits policies

• Reduction in mandatory endorsements by including in our 
form the Umbrella Amendatory Endorsement and Violation 
of Statutes Exclusion 

• Frequently requested enhancements such as: Knowledge of 
Occurrence; Notice of Occurrence; Unintentional E&O; 
Transfer of Rights of Recovery Against Others to Us; 
Additional Insureds under Coverage A; and the ISO Pollution 
exceptions under Coverage A.

• Elimination of short-rate cancellation provision, regardless of 
who requests cancellation 

• A 90-day notice of cancellation for other than nonpayment 
of premium

• Longer cancellation and nonrenewal periods

• Other Insurance is amended for Coverage A to be primary 
noncontributory for limits agreed to in a written contract

Responsive claims services
Our professional Claims team handles customers’ claims in an 
efficient and timely manner. A recent customer satisfaction 
survey gave us high ratings in how quickly we acted when a 
claim was first reported (97 percent), professionalism of our 
claim adjusters (94 percent), and how well our adjusters acted 
upon customer concerns (94 percent).

The Claims team adheres to an established set of best practices, 
underscoring our commitment to consistently providing quality 
services, responsiveness and technical expertise.

For more information

Contact your Zurich representative or visit us at  
www.zurichna.com

Zurich’s Umbrella Liability Policy combines the A/B coverage you expect from 
Zurich with expanded crisis management coverage to help close the gaps in 
insurance protection and mitigate reputational risks.

Umbrella Liability Policy
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Zurich
1400 American Lane, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196-1056 
800 382 2150  www.zurichna.com

This is intended as a general description of certain types of insurance and services available 
to qualified customers through the companies of Zurich in North America provided solely for 
informational purposes. Nothing herein should be construed as a solicitation, offer, advice, 
recommendation, or any other service with regard to any type of insurance product underwritten by 
individual member companies. Your policy is the contract that specifically and fully describes your 
coverage. The description of the policy provisions gives a broad overview of coverages and does not 
revise or amend the policy. Insurance coverages are underwritten by individual member companies 
of Zurich in North America, including Zurich American Insurance Company. Certain coverages not 
available in all states; coverages may be written on a nonadmitted basis.
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